
THE ARRANGED MARRIAGES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Arranged marriage is a type of marital union where the bride and groom are selected by Arranged marriages have
historically been prominent in many cultures. arranged marriages are still seen in countries of Europe and North
America.

The results are mixed - some state marriage satisfaction is higher in autonomous marriages, others find no
significant differences. In modern times, Reverend Sun Myung Moon advocated cross-cultural arranged
marriages as a means of peace-building. In order for a family to arrange a marriage for their son, they must
also have a daughter to be married in return. The couple continues to meet socially over a period of time
before deciding to marry. The practice eventually spread to the urban classes, and over time, a highly
developed ritual formed around the process of arranging marriages. This creates a completely symmetrical
arrangement, strengthened by the implicit threat that if one husband abuses his wife, the other husband can
retaliate against his sister. Among Muslims, an arranged marriage refers to a marriage where husband and wife
became acquainted during meetings initially arranged by their parents, with the stated intention of finding a
spouse. One of the countries where arranged marriages are most common today is India. Queen Victoria's son
Prince Leopold was only one of the young royals who died an untimely death due to hemophilia. Such
arranged marriages helped maintain inheritance bloodlines. Equally, the parents may have a self-centered
motivation, choosing a spouse based on their family connections or occupation, rather than on suitability to
their own child. Interestingly even though the Muslim-majority Pakistan is widely different in religious terms
from Hindu-majority India, in both countries arranged marriages are the norm. Specifically, it is seen as a
father's duty to find suitable husbands for his daughters. They were commonplace among the royalty and
nobility around the world. Ring Resources: The Culture and History of Arranged Marriages Overview on
Arranged Marriages An arranged marriage describes a situation in which the parents of two people, of
typically similar cultural background, are predetermined to be married by their parents or a third party. The
monarchs of Europe were all related by blood due to frequent diplomatic marriages. This highlights a critical
difference between love marriages and arranged marriages, which is that an arranged marriage is more of a
practical partnership than a romantic fantasy. There are several types: Child marriage: The parents of a small
child even infants arrange a future marriage with another child's parents. Forced and Early Marriages : The
Advocates for Human Rights warns against the dangers of arranged marriages and the increased risk of
domestic violence. The parents are usually present at the first meeting. A professional shadkhan often charges
a fee for his or her services. Learn more about the early presence of arranged marriage in western culture.
Parents, families and friends provide an independent perspective when they participate in learning and
evaluating the other person, past history, behavior, as well as the couple's mutual compatibility. Various
cultures, particularly some wealthy royals and aristocratic families, arranged marriages in part to conserve or
streamline the inheritance of their wealth. Neither autonomous nor arranged marriages offer any guarantees.
Less popular now in western cultures, arranged marriages were common, especially within royalty. Reverend
Moon described the process: Imagine two enemy families who have cursed each other throughout their lives,
people who would never dream of living together. A key similarity between the traditional and modern
versions is that there is no expectation that the couple will be in love at the time of their marriage. Modern
arranged marriage: The parents choose several possible mates for the child, sometimes with the help of the
child who may indicate which photos he or she likes, for example. Historically, arranged marriages between
kings or clan leaders have been utilized to cement political alliances. If the parents are not happy about the
background of the other family, the wedding does not take place. In its contemporary form, however, young
Indian couples do have a say in their fate. Definitions The term "arranged marriage" is usually used to describe
a marriage which involves the parents in a process of selecting marriage partners for their children, with or
without the help of a matchmaker.


